StudioLights2 (New in 5.4)

- Arri Fresnel Flood: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Arri Fresnel Spot: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Beauty Dish: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Beauty Dish Gold Deflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Beauty Dish White Bare: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Beauty Dish White Diffuser: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- High Performance Reflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Seven Inch Grid Reflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Kino Flo Diva Lite 401: StudioLights, Tube, NewIn5.4
- Maxi Light reflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Maxi Spot Reflector: StudioLights, Umbrella, NewIn5.4
- Mini Hard Reflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Mini reflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Para 88 Reflector Pos1: StudioLights, Umbrella, NewIn5.4
- Para 88 Reflector Pos2: StudioLights, Umbrella, NewIn5.4
- Para 88 Reflector Pos3: StudioLights, Umbrella, NewIn5.4
- Para 177 Reflector Pos4: StudioLights, Umbrella, NewIn5.4
- Beauty Dish Gold Deflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Rotalux Deep Octa Both Diffuse: StudioLights, SoftBox, NewIn5.4
- Rotalux Deep Octa Inner Diffuse: StudioLights, SoftBox, NewIn5.4
- Pulsar G Head No Reflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Beauty Dish Gold Deflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
- Rotalux Deep Octa Both Diffuse: StudioLights, SoftBox, NewIn5.4
- Rotalux Deep Octa Inner Diffuse: StudioLights, SoftBox, NewIn5.4
- Seven Inch Grid Reflector: StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
StudioLights2 (New in 5.4)

- **Soft Light White Reflector**
  - picturelight206.xml
  - 47c6601a-873a-4f38-8b12-42636525172.txt
  - StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4

- **Para 177 Reflector Pos3**
  - picturelight210.xml
  - 4950c22b-4971b-4c91-8c5d-306b34346b70.txt
  - StudioLights, Umbrella, NewIn5.4

- **Strip Light**
  - picturelight207.xml
  - b448d29-9a6a-41a9-9a9d-349352822.txt
  - StudioLights, SoftBox, NewIn5.4

- **Para 177 Reflector Pos3**
  - picturelight211.xml
  - a9df2c2b-a598-4a78-80f3-c3b80b2e257b.txt
  - StudioLights, Umbrella, NewIn5.4

- **Wide Soft Reflector Ringflash**
  - picturelight212.xml
  - 315547214d4b-4b66-4b95-b567a6b2b57b.txt
  - StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4

- **Strip Light Inner Diffuser**
  - picturelight213.xml
  - 74oa678-739b-640a-9b5b-6a6e45335282.txt
  - StudioLights, SoftBox, NewIn5.4

- **Wide Zoom Reflector**
  - picturelight209.xml
  - 4a74c7-4a86-4e3c-a10e-2d4a6b6a116.txt
  - StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4

- **Textured Seven Inch Reflector**
  - picturelight209.xml
  - 4a74c7-4a86-4e3c-a10e-2d4a6b6a116.txt
  - StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4

- **Soft Light White Reflector**
  - picturelight206.xml
  - 47c6601a-873a-4f38-8b12-42636525172.txt
  - StudioLights, Spotlight, NewIn5.4
StudioLights

Showroom_02
picturelight93.xml
7e523a29-3b4b-442a-a5ac-34f95bb69e48.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_03
picturelight94.xml
c7036f77-7271-4334-b7f6-702ac9969b18.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_04
picturelight95.xml
ebf48a55-5bdf-4bdf-a69b-23f8de00733d.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_05
picturelight96.xml
91c895c1-1ade-4da1-a948-aa36a6e10dc4.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_06
picturelight97.xml
03ad5239-1f85-4bcb-a76c-17b5f49f19e4.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_07
picturelight98.xml
52d2e84b-19e7-4318-8e2a-4d8302b4d76b.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Flourescent Reflector
picturelight101.xml
196e2ecf-3c45-4c0d-91bd-8929a6e55046.tx
Tube, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Umbrella 1
picturelight102.xml
77e53856-6736-457a-5dfe-37fbc12aa2f6b.tx
Umbrella, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Umbrella 2
picturelight103.xml
f32ed84e-6e94-47f8-8340-1aad6d54e732.tx
Umbrella, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Tent Flat Side
picturelight105.xml
5d89532e-6b0a-e393-a611-432ca1366f38.tx
LightTent, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Tent Lit Side 1
picturelight106.xml
09008b75-4d77-4695-aada-3efca83b543.tx
LightTent, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Tent Lit Side 2
picturelight107.xml
42a5269-46c4-4b3b-bf8e-ad559425c9b8.tx
LightTent, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Tent Open Front
picturelight109.xml
ac5fb2a9-bbe-4bba-ab2e-2d86b5a8ba4d.tx
LightTent, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Tent Flat Side
picturelight110.xml
d9b0367e-eb7e-409d-aada-3efca83b543.tx
LightTent, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Flourescent Reflector
picturelight101.xml
196e2ecf-3c45-4c0d-91bd-8929a6e55046.tx
Tube, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Umbrella 1
picturelight102.xml
77e53856-6736-457a-5dfe-37fbc12aa2f6b.tx
Umbrella, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Showroom_03
picturelight94.xml
c7036f77-7271-4334-b7f6-702ac9969b18.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_04
picturelight95.xml
ebf48a55-5bdf-4bdf-a69b-23f8de00733d.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_05
picturelight96.xml
91c895c1-1ade-4da1-a948-aa36a6e10dc4.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_06
picturelight97.xml
03ad5239-1f85-4bcb-a76c-17b5f49f19e4.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_07
picturelight98.xml
52d2e84b-19e7-4318-8e2a-4d8302b4d76b.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Flourescent Reflector
picturelight101.xml
196e2ecf-3c45-4c0d-91bd-8929a6e55046.tx
Tube, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Showroom_02
picturelight93.xml
7e523a29-3b4b-442a-a5ac-34f95bb69e48.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_03
picturelight94.xml
c7036f77-7271-4334-b7f6-702ac9969b18.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_04
picturelight95.xml
ebf48a55-5bdf-4bdf-a69b-23f8de00733d.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_05
picturelight96.xml
91c895c1-1ade-4da1-a948-aa36a6e10dc4.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_06
picturelight97.xml
03ad5239-1f85-4bcb-a76c-17b5f49f19e4.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Showroom_07
picturelight98.xml
52d2e84b-19e7-4318-8e2a-4d8302b4d76b.tx
AutomotiveShowroom, PictureLightV4

Flourescent Reflector
picturelight101.xml
196e2ecf-3c45-4c0d-91bd-8929a6e55046.tx
Tube, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Umbrella 1
picturelight102.xml
77e53856-6736-457a-5dfe-37fbc12aa2f6b.tx
Umbrella, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Umbrella 2
picturelight103.xml
f32ed84e-6e94-47f8-8340-1aad6d54e732.tx
Umbrella, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Tent Flat Side
picturelight105.xml
5d89532e-6b0a-e393-a611-432ca1366f38.tx
LightTent, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Tent Lit Side 1
picturelight106.xml
09008b75-4d77-4695-aada-3efca83b543.tx
LightTent, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Tent Lit Side 2
picturelight107.xml
42a5269-46c4-4b3b-bf8e-ad559425c9b8.tx
LightTent, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Tent Open Front
picturelight109.xml
ac5fb2a9-bbe-4bba-ab2e-2d86b5a8ba4d.tx
LightTent, PictureLightV4, StudioLights
Softboxes

Softbox 40x120
picturelight43.xml
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Softbox 60x60
picturelight32.xml
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Softbox 70x70
picturelight27.xml
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Softbox 72x175
picturelight29.xml
d07f6b7e-7e1e-437d-8c8c-5d2a0f50cc60.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Softbox 80x80
picturelight60.xml
40f10c5d-76b4-487c-8b98-8075-bc5b54884d6c.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Softbox 90x100
picturelight83.xml
955a46-76c7-4af9-9a32-71f989106e3b.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Softbox 100x100
picturelight31.xml
2f56a746-767c-4a1f-9a32-71f989106e3b.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Softbox 190x100
picturelight94.xml
02011b84-b58e-4b13-b706-e0ea49a3b9ae.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Perfect Softbox 40x120
picturelight42.xml
24b91bc7-458c-4576-b274-7d1952eacefa.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Perfect Softbox 60x60
picturelight39.xml
5b8232f1-6998-4803-8f07-8ed2-018272693772.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Perfect Softbox 70x70
picturelight40.xml
ab592d5e-4788-4fe2-87a0-3e7b862b27b3.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Perfect Softbox 72x175
picturelight84.xml
5b1925dc-6e3b-4e3c-9a2c-10d022c231493.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Softbox 100x100
picturelight26.xml
74c55bb9-5755-41fe-a8cd-2f60887a4b83.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Perfect Softbox 80x80
picturelight30.xml
69191562-39bb-4079-8075-bca54b884d6c.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Perfect Softbox 90x100
picturelight25.xml
8ae816da-f911-409f-b935-90e672b1a64b.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Large Rect Softbox
picturelight115.xml
12a13d70-4a3b-4369-8039-740911468086.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Small Rect Soft Box
picturelight117.xml
b2a9153d-601d-4a3b-9b17-97981bb33c.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Perfect Softbox 70x70
picturelight40.xml
ab592d5e-4788-4fe2-87a0-3e7b862b27b3.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Perfect Softbox 80x80
picturelight39.xml
5b8232f1-6998-4803-8f07-8ed2-018272693772.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Perfect Softbox 90x100
picturelight40.xml
ab592d5e-4788-4fe2-87a0-3e7b862b27b3.tx
SoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

SuperSoft - Bezel
picturelight132.xml
5016ab99-738c-42d6-b95a-8e9b-96d2a48b.tx
SuperSoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

SuperSoft - Light
picturelight133.xml
5016ab99-738c-42d6-b95a-8e9b-96d2a48b.tx
SuperSoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

SuperSoft - Flat Light
picturelight134.xml
5016ab99-738c-42d6-b95a-8e9b-96d2a48b.tx
SuperSoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

SuperSoft - Grad Light
picturelight135.xml
5016ab99-738c-42d6-b95a-8e9b-96d2a48b.tx
SuperSoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

SuperSoft - Grad Light
picturelight135.xml
5016ab99-738c-42d6-b95a-8e9b-96d2a48b.tx
SuperSoftBox, PictureLightV4, StudioLights
Windows

Window 1
picturelight6.xml
4b1948c-48f1-4add-858e-108154eb1da.txt
WindowGobo, PictureLightV4

Window 2
picturelight1.xml
66f4858-7e00-4d32-ab77-23d223df5b4a.txt
WindowGobo, PictureLightV4

Window 3
picturelight8.xml
241321ad-433b-45d5-9a00-52931942e6e.txt
WindowGobo, PictureLightV4

Window 4
picturelight9.xml
75eb1948-48f1-4add-858e-108154eb1da.txt
WindowGobo, PictureLightV4

Window 5
picturelight10.xml
f27e606f-433b-45d5-6b32-13364b058d3af52.txt
WindowGobo, PictureLightV4

Window 6
picturelight11.xml
58e4606f-433b-45d5-6b32-13364b058d3af52.txt
WindowGobo, PictureLightV4

Main Window
picturelight33.xml
a266e1c-499f-4ff3-a0a8-5e1f2a494e.txt
Window, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Bathroom
picturelight34.xml
ac73352f-2d74-4901-a864-4288f55e6e.txt
Window, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Bathroom Blind
picturelight35.xml
033d50f-4484-a3ab-55630dc57e.txt
Window, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Velux Blind Open
picturelight36.xml
15c47b9d-843b-46e6-93bc-19e3b3f18b.txt
Window, PictureLightV4, StudioLights

Velux Blind Closed
picturelight37.xml
2e084288f55e6e.txt
Window, PictureLightV4, StudioLights
Clouds